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Thrill International
Professional glass chiller
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Sanitise and chill glasses in seconds.
 
Make perfect cocktails and offer your customers a unique experience with Thrill International products: Vortex JET, TAP, Vortex F1 Pro, Vortex Cube, Vortex SBI, Vortex Wood and Tower.
In just a few seconds you can kill 88% of the bacteria on the glass surface, the cause of bad odours and unpleasant aftertastes that pollute the quality of your cocktails, wines, beers and drinks.
Reduce the ice consumption of your venue and eliminate the storage space of chilled glasses. With Thrill International glass chillers, you can lower the temperature of the glass to -40°/-4°F in just a few seconds and provide your customers with undiluted drinks and cocktails.
Ideal for mixology, cocktail bars, restaurants, hotels, wine bars, breweries, pubs, catering and ice cream parlors.
Thousands of venues all over the world choose the quality of Thrill International products.
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JET
The latest THRILL minimal design. The ideal solution to sanitize and cool glasses instantly.
 
Read more
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Wood
Unleash your creativity with the new Vortex Wood instant glass chiller machine in three colors: ash, walnut and wenge: create, sanitize, freeze.
 
Read more
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Vortex TAP
Unleash your creativity with the new Vortex TAP instant glass chiller machine, an innovative two-tone stainless steel bar mat -  satin and black - with integrated glass chiller system: create, sanitize, freeze.
 
Read more
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F1 Pro
Discover Vortex F1 Pro, the original Thrill International glass chiller in both the Original or LCD version. The Vortex F1 Pro comes in stainless steel, black or white and ensures an ergonomic position for low workstation counters.
 
Read more
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Tower
Thrill Tower is the ultimate expression of quality both in materials and design: Constructed of 100% stainless steel with a beautifully finished natural Iroko wood top.
 
Read more
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Cube
Click here and discover Vortex Cube, the Thrill International miniature glass chiller in the Original or LCD version, in stainless steel, black or white colours, perfect to be used with tall counters work surface at an ideal height.
 
Read more
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SBI Built-in 
Discover Vortex SBI (Special for Built-In), Thrill International's built-in glass chiller. It can be integrated into every kind of work surface and it includes a built-in dispenser. Also available for furniture manufacturers.
 
Read more















Discover new Thrill JET glass chiller
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100% Made in Italy glass chillers
Made in Italy chillers to cool and sanitise glasses to guarantee quality products and a professional result. In 3 colours: stainless steel, black and white.
Thrill International designs and manufactures three models of glass chillers – the Vortex JET, Vortex TAP, Vortex F1 Pro, Vortex Cube, Vortex SBI, Vortex Wood and Tower made from 100% stainless steel and equipped with all-weather electronics able to withstand humidity, salt, snow, ice, heat, cold and sudden changes in temperature.
You can use our glass chillers outdoors or inside your venue thanks to the 12V rechargeable battery that can work for days disconnected from electricity.
Thrill International products are distributed all over the world as they are customised according to the standards required in the country of use. We ship quickly all over the world: America, Asia, Oceania, Africa and Europe.





Exhibitions and events
NKBA KBIS 2024 - Las Vegas
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					08/02/2024
				Fairs and events
Thrill in Las Vegas at the NKBA KBIS 2024 Fair, the main exhibition dedicated to the world of kitchens and bathrooms.


			Leggi tutto
		








Read last articles from our magazine
Gruppo SPUMA, Catering Luxury Service
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					07/03/2024
				Magazine
Spuma stands out for its high-quality ingredients, attention to design, and service customization


			Leggi tutto
		



Linh Nguyen: “How THRILL improved my work!”
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					10/11/2023
				Magazine
We interviewed Linh Nguyen, born in Berlin, of Vietnamese nationality, who works as a mixologist in Germany and has won some of the most important...


			Leggi tutto
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Thrill International s.r.l.
 Via Ipplis, 101
 33100 Udine (UD) - ITALIA
 Reg. Imp. C.F./P.IVA IT02779610308
 Tel. +39 0432 582374
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